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Success Criteria
Year 5

• I can balance whilst in my yoga poses.

• I can hold a yoga pose with strength and control.

• I can move with control from one pose to another.

Year 6

• I can hold a yoga pose with strength and control.

• I can link poses with control to move from one pose to another.

• I can balance whilst transitioning into my yoga poses.

YEAR 5/6

Yoga
Lesson 4

Learning Objective
To create your own flow showing quality in control, balance and technique.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Try to move in time with your breath.

Use poses that challenge you.

Equipment
Yoga Mat x 30

Breathe Audio

Hawaii Audio

Sun Salutation Story Y5 6 Document

Yoga Cards Set 1 Document

Yoga Cards Set 2 Document

Yoga Cards Set 3 Document

Yoga Cards Set 4 Document

Yoga Cards Set 5 Document
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Teacher note: it creates a nice environment for the children to have the music playing whilst they are creating flows or completing skill development activities. 'Breathe' is a
good track for pupils to use whilst completing mindful breath activities. You might also want to play music whilst the pupils are creating their flows.

Focus: 
Place the yoga mats around the room for the pupils to sit on.

Si�ng in a good 'si�ng posi�on,' ask the pupils to put their hands together in prayer. Say all together 'namaste.'

 

Down dog stuck in the mud:
Pupils travel in between the mats by skipping. Select four pupils to be the catchers. When caught, pupils go to a mat and get into a down dog pose. To re-join the game another pupil

must crawl underneath their down dog.

Encourage the pupils to hold their hips high and arms straight in the down dog.

Make this easier to free pupils in down dog by touching their shoulders. 

 
Expanding breath:
Ask the pupils to lie down on their mat on their back. Ask them to exhale all of the air from their lungs and place their palms on their stomach with their fingertips touching. Now when

they breathe in, notice how expanding the stomach makes their fingertips separate.

When they exhale and bring their abdomen in again, their fingertips return to touch. Repeat this for ten breaths.

Close the eyes a�er four breaths.
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Sun salutaion flow:
Take the pupils through the sun salutation flow. 

Repeat this flow six times in total, three times per side. For the first two rounds, hold each pose for five breaths, then move through rounds 3 - 6.

Move with control from one pose to the next.

Try to move in time with your breath.

 
Finding my own flow:
Have the yoga cards avaialable for use.

Ask the pupils to work with a partner to add another four poses into the sun salutation flow. They can add the poses in any part of the flow where they see fit.

Ask the pupils to practise their flow so that they can complete it without looking at any yoga cards.

Ask the pupils to repeat the flow four times.

Together they will need to decide how many breathes to hold each pose for.

Add poses that flow from one to the next.

 

Sharing a flow:
Place two groups together and ask them to teach one another their flow.

Move slowly when teaching others your flow. 

Repeat the flow so that the learners have opportunities to practise and repeat the flow.

 
Mindfulness, balanced breath:
Ask the pupils to lie down comfortably on their yoga mat.

Place their arms down by their side with palms facing upwards. 
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Plenary

Take a big breath in and sigh it out of their mouths. Repeat this again.

Tell the pupils that you will be clapping at a slow beat and you want them to see if they can count how many claps you make. Pupils shut their eyes and try to count how many claps the

teacher makes.

Teacher note: Clap at a slow and steady pace for about 20 seconds. Then ask the pupils to sit up and tell you how many claps they counted.

Make this harder by varying the rhythm of the claps or by clapping for longer than 20 seconds.

Make this easier by asking the pupils to sit up and watch how many claps are being made.

5 Mins

Sitting in good 'sitting position' ask the pupils to put their hands together in prayer. Say all together 'namaste.'

Ask the pupils to reflect on how partner yoga made them feel. Ask the pupils if they would like to share some words that described their experience today.

Which poses did they find link well from to each other?


